Dear Esteemed Colleagues,

We cordially invite you to be part of another unique experience at the 2nd edition of the Nigeria Professional Development Conference & Exhibition (PDC 2015) with the theme: “COMPLIANCE & INTERVENTION FOR SURVIVAL,” coming up from the 3rd - 5th of March, 2015 at the External Ballroom of the FEDERAL PALACE HOTEL, VICTORIA ISLAND, LAGOS.

These activities include:

**CONFERENCE**

Speakers from within and outside Nigeria would be invited to deliver professional papers at the conference. You will have the opportunity to choose from 10 sessions amongst the following tracks:
- Vision Zero: A Drive for compliance on HSE performance improvement (2 Sessions)
- Ethics of a Safety Culture & Organizational Safety (2 Sessions)
- Intervention: Divine or Direct? The role of leadership (2 Sessions)
- Role of Legislation in driving safety in our immediate environment; the government and safety professionals' burden (2 Sessions)
- The relevance of regulatory orientation to safety culture - The TRIPOD Approach

**EXHIBITION**

**EXHIBITION SPACES**

| Indoor Space Only (3m x 3m = 9m²) (includes space, facade with name, Registration and entry exhibition catalogue) | N250,000.00 | $1,600.00 |
| Indoor-Shell Scheme only (includes space, rear & side wall, facade with name, carpet, electrical points and table with 2 chairs, registration, exhibition catalogue, etc) | N350,000.00 | $2,300.00 |
| Space only (3m x 3m) (empty space with no borders but includes electrical points) | N150,000.00 | $1,000.00 |

**VIRTUAL EXHIBITION:**

Offered by the show organizer, Virtual Exhibition is an online service extension to provide exhibitors and visitors 24 hours a day and 7 days a week onstop online exhibition service.

In virtual exhibition, exhibitors are able to display their products for preview and review without any constraints under the physical environment; it allows the buyers to obtain product information while the sellers can promote their products online. Virtual exhibition intends to foster seller-buyer interaction and relationship more effectively and dynamically.

**SPECIAL FEATURES**

**BOOK YOUR STAND NOW**

**LIMITED SPACES AVAILABLE**

**CONTACT US TODAY!**

Consultant/Event Manager
NILE SUPPORT SERVICES
D: +234 8159119445; +234 806 948 4557
Email: nillesnigeria@hotmail.com; info@nilefoi.com.ng
URL: www.nilefoi.com.ng
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